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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a novel approach to the extraction
of medial axis for grayscale objects. The method utilizes a
computationally efficient vector field convolution to
enhance the medialness feature. Local maxima of
medialness are analyzed in scale space, yielding a robust
medial axis for grayscale imagery. An important application
of this work is the segmentation of neurons from noisy,
cluttered microscopy images. Existing neuron segmentation
methods depend heavily on accurate, noise-insensitive
medial axis extraction. We propose the vector field
convolution medialness operation as a first step in
segmenting neurons. The proposed method requires no
complex parameters or an initial binarization step. The
efficacy of the method is demonstrated by a 60% reduction
root mean squared error (2.9 pixels) as compared to an
approach based on gradient vector flow.
Index Terms— skeleton, VFC, neuron segmentation,
microscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
Equipped with state of the art imaging technology and
adequate computational resources, biological image analysis
is a field which is gaining popularity by the day. An
important challenge in this field is to be able to trace
neurons from light microscopy images. The typically low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained in confocal microscopy
of the neurons poses difficulties, especially in achieving
complete automation. The automated software Tree2Tree
[2], [3] aims to create a neuronal morphology graph from
confocal microscope images of single Drosophila neurons.
Tree2Tree treats the segmentation problem in a graph
theoretic framework, relying on an initial segmentation of
the neuronal structures to create local subtrees. The
connectivity between the subtrees is established by a
specialized graph connectivity algorithm that connects the
local medial trees (representing neurites, i.e., axons or
dendrites or portions thereof) to create the global neuronal
tree of a single neuron. The local medial trees are obtained
by generating a medial graph from the medial axis of the
disjoint connected components. Efficacy of the tracing

procedure thus largely depends on the initial segmentation
and the quality of the obtained medial axis. The distance
transform is a popular technique to extract the medial axis of
binary objects [5]. The distance transform of an object
calculates the minimum distance of an object point from the
boundary. This method is sensitive to small perturbations on
the object boundary, creating unwanted artifacts in the
object skeleton. Methods based on electrostatic field theory
[6] or Poisson solvers [7] avoid the above mentioned
problem but depend heavily on proper segmentation of the
foreground objects. The diffusion based method in [8]
depends on a user selected parameter to control the
diffusion. The “all path pruning” method by Peng et al. [1]
traces a neuron by using a shortest path approach, but does
not guarantee the traced path to be along the medial axis of
the neuron structure. Consequently, the method requires
manual editing to rectify the traced path to the medial axis.
Gradient vector flow (GVF) [9] methods have been used to
extract the medial axis of grayscale objects [10]. Wang et
al. used GVF to drive an open curve snake to trace neurons
[4]. Originally designed to be an external force to guide
active contours, Gradient Vector Flow field can be used to
extract the medial axis of objects. However, GVF suffers
from significant computational cost and is sensitive to
change in parameters.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to
compute the “medialness” function of a grayscale object
using vector field convolution (VFC) [11], which is
computationally efficient and robust to noise. We introduce
VFC in Sec. 2, followed by the discussion of our algorithm
in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 focuses on application in neuron
segmentation, followed by experimental results in Sec. 5.
2. VECTOR FIELD CONVOLUTION
A parametric active contour is an energy minimizing spline
, ∈ 0,1 that attempts to minimize the following
energy functional:
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The contour satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation at the
local minima which can be written down in terms of a force
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The external force
f
pulls the contour tow
ward the desirred
pportions. VFC creates an ex
xternal force fiield having larrge
ccapture range with
w a reduced computational cost. For object
ssegmentation, the
t edge-map of
o the object often provides the
t
rrequired featurre of interest (FOI). The object
o
edge-m
map
cconvolved witth the VFC kernel produ
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eexternal force field to guide the active con
ntour toward the
t
F
FOI. The vecto
or field kernel
, is so designed
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that the
t
vvectors point to
oward the centeer of the kernell (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2: (a) A syntheetic object; (b) tthe extracted meedial axis in
red; (c) the vector fieldd obtained afterr convolving (a)) with VFC
kernel; ((d) zoomed porttion showing thee medial axis.

Figure 1: A discrete VFC kerneel.
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vector field is attractted to the featuure of interestt, if such a
feature is within thee capture rangge of the kernnel. At the
correct scale, convoluution of an image with the V
VFC kernel
producees a zero magnnitude vector aat the points of symmetry,
since thhe vectors canccel each other.. The points off symmetry
of an oobject can be rrecognized by finding the loccal minima
in the cconvolved imagge (assuming tthe object is brrighter than
the bacckground). Thee vector field obtained by cconvolving
the synnthetic image iin Figure 2(a) is shown in Figure 2 (c)
and (d)). The vector ffield has zero magnitude at the object
medial axis, due to baalancing of the vectors.
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dvantages overr popular metho
ods like GVF [9]
inn terms of reduced com
mputational ex
xpense, reducced
ssensitivity to no
oise and reduceed dependencee on paramaterss.
3. VECTOR FIELD CONV
VOLUTION MEDIALNES
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g a simple reprresentation of its
sshape. In neeuro-biologicall image anaalysis problem
ms,
sskeleton extraction is often th
he initial step in
n establishing the
t
m
morphology off neurons [1]], [2], [4]. In this section, we
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ovel medial ax
xis extraction technique usiing
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Figure 3: (a) A sim
mulated object;; (b) corresponnding VFC
medialnness image; (c) skkeleton in red.
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medial points are thus chaarecterized byy a higher
The m
magnituude of the medialness functiion (at proper scale). As

sshown in Figu
ure 3(b), the medialness im
mage has locaally
m
maximal intenssity at the mediial axis of the object.
o
33.2. Scale selecction
O
Object thicknesss varies as in the case of neeurites. Thus, we
w
m
must capture th
he medial axis for each such branch. It is our
o
hhypothesis thatt a multiscale approach
a
is req
quired to obtain
na
sscale invariant medialness fun
nction [12].
and
be
b the minimum
m and maximu
um
Let
thhickness of th
he object of intterest. In ordeer to evaluate the
t
ccorrect mediallness responsee over the scale
s
space, we
w
oobserve that th
he medialness response
r
of a non-medial
n
po
oint
ddiminishes witth increasing scale,
s
whereas, the responsee is
ssignificant for the medial points
p
for eacch scale. This is
illlustrated in Fiigure 4.
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Figure 4: (a) Sim
mulated object; (b)
( VFC medialn
ness response
ffor
; (c) VF
FC medialness response for
.
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This formulatio
on ensures thatt we account fo
or the medialneess
rresponse of eacch pixel for alll scales. The medial
m
points can
c
bbe extracted by
y finding the po
ositions of locaal maxima of the
t
sscale space med
dial function .
33.3. Connectin
ng the disjoint components
T
The extracted medial axis obtained from VFC medialneess
m
may be disconn
nected, produciing disjoint components, whiich
m
may be treated as local subgraphs. Connectiivity between the
t
ddisjoint compo
onents is analy
yzed using Trree2Tree’s graaph
cconnectivity allgorithm [2]. Two disjoint components are
a
cconnected dep
pending on th
heir orientation
n mismatch and
a
E
Euclidian distan
nce [2]. The gllobal medial grraph of the object
is computed by
y intelligently connecting
c
the local subgraph
hs,
thhus realizing a mathematiccal representatiion of its shaape
((Figure 5).
4. APPLICA
ATION TO NE
EURON SEGM
MENTATION
N
M
Medial axis exttraction is an im
mportant preprrocessing task in
i
aautomated neurron tracing/seg
gmentation. Traacing algorithm
ms
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Figure 5: (a) A brokenn component (cirrcled), (b) conneected by the
green seegment; (c), (d) ffully connected trace of a neuronn.

like [4]] use active coontour methodds to use an oopen ended
snake tto trace the neuuron fibers. Otther methods llike [1] use
a shorttest path approoach to conneect between seeed points.
Both thhese methods depend on a medialness ffunction to
perform
m the segmenttation. The AP
PP algorithm iin [1] does
not guaarantee a trace that along the neuron mediall axis since
the meddialness functioon is not definned. [4] uses a G
GVF based
techniqque to obtain a medialness function for tthe neuron
fibers. However, G
GVF is sensitive to the choice of
parameeters and presennce of noise.
Tree2Tree [[2], [3] is an aautomated neurron tracing
softwarre that does noot rely on user selected seedd points to
segmennt neurons. Itt treats the traacing process in a graph
theoretiic framework, depending onn an initial seggmentation
techniqque to obtain disjoint neuuronal componnents. The
neuronaal tree is repreesented as a colllection of locaal subtrees,
which are obtained by extractingg the skeletonn of each
componnent using thee distance transform [5]. Thhis method
suffers from two majjor disadvantaages. First, it ddepends on
the effiicacy of the innitial segmentaation to obtain the binary
componnents. This maay result in neuuron segmentss with nonsmoothh boundary. Alsso, the obtaineed medial axis iis sensitive
to bounndary perturbaations. Both tthese problems result in
unwantted artifacts inn the neuron skkeleton, thus iintroducing
error inn the subgrapph connectivitty process. Ouur method
introduuces a techniquue to combat thhese problems. The VFC
medialnness algorithm
m does not depend on an initial
segmenntation, and is robust to bounndary undulatioon. Also, it
creates a medialness function (8) thhat provides eevidence of
the me dialness of a neuronal poinnt, which can bbe used to
guide aan active contouur along a neurrite centerline.
4. RESU
ULTS AND DIISCUSSION
The diiscussed VFC medialness aalgorithm is ccapable of
extractiing the medial axis of graysccale objects. Fuurthermore,
the scaale selection prrocedure yieldss a method thaat is robust
to noisee and boundarry undulationss. We have dem
monstrated
our tecchnique on ssynthetic imagges and alsoo on light
microsccopy neuron im
mages from thee Diadem datasset [13].

44.1. Results on
n synthetic ima
ages
F
First, we consider synthetic testing
t
of the algorithm.
a
Figu
ure
66(a) shows thee skeleton of a simulated neuron image. The
T
im
mage boundarry reveals thorrny peninsulass emerging fro
om
thhe main neuriites. The scalee selection pro
ocedure of VF
FC
m
medialness avo
oids creating artifacts
a
due to
o the small scaale
ffeatures, wherreas traditionaal distance traansform meth
hod
pproduces artifaacts in the form
m of fork-like projections fro
om
thhe medial axiss (Fig. 6(b)). Similar resultss are obtained in
F
Figure 6(c), wh
here the VFC medialness method
m
avoids the
t
sskeletal portion
ns for the minor structures on
n the boundary, as
sseen in Figure 6(d).

MSE of the
algorithhm is demonsttrated by compputing the RM
obtaineed medial axis from the grouund-truth data pprovided in
Diadem
m challenge aggainst GVF (F
Figure 9). It iss observed
that thee proposed tecchnique outperrforms GVF, pparticularly
in noisyy images.
Connectivityy of the neuronn centerline is eestablished
by the subgraph joiniing algorithm iin [2]. This preeserves the
morphoology and topoology of the obbjects. The technique has
produceed impressive results in traacing neurons from light
microsccopy images w
with average RMSE of 2.99 pixels as
opposedd to 5.1 pixels for the GVF bbased techniquee.
55. CONCLUSIION
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Figure 6: (a) and
a (c): skeleton
n extracted usin
ng the medialn
ness
m
method; (b) and (d): skeleton usiing the distance transform.

In thiss paper we hhave proposedd a novel m
medial axis
extractiion algorithm using a meddialness functiion that is
operablle on grayscaale images. T
The proposed method is
robust tto noise and booundary irreguularities and deemonstrates
encouraaging perform
mance in a dataabase of fifteeen neurons
and sixx noisy synthetiic images.

S
Sample results on two simulated images (Figure
(
7(a)) via
v
V
VFC medialnesss is shown in Figure 7(b). Figure
F
7(c) shows
thhe medial axiis extracted ussing GVF. Th
he RMSE of our
o
aapproach and the GVF bassed method for
f a set of six
ssynthetic imag
ges with additiive Gaussian noise
n
(mean 0,
vvariance 0.5)) is shown in Figure
F
9.
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Figure 8: (a) Maximum
m intensity projjection of light microscopy
neuron images; (b) meedial axis extraacted VFC meddialness; (c)
medial aaxis extracted ussing GVF.
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Figure 7: (a) no
oisy simulated images; (b) meedial axis via VFC
V
m
medialness; (c) medial
m
axis by GVF.
G

44.2. Results on
n neuron imag
ges
A
As mentioned
d earlier, med
dial axis com
mputation is an
im
mportant first step in neuron
n segmentation
n. We have ussed
ffifteen neuron
ns for experim
mentation purrposes from the
t
D
Diadem dataseet [13]. For th
he purpose of comparison, we
w
hhave used the popular gradiient vector flo
ow based med
dial
liine extraction
n method [4]], [10] on the 2D maximu
um
inntensity projecctions of the staacks.
The ex
xtracted mediaal axes of two
o sample neuro
ons
inn the databasee (out of fifteen) are shown
n in Figure 8((b).
F
Figure 8(c) sho
ows the medial axis extracted
d using GVF. Itt is
oobserved that GVF is moree sensitive to
o noise, creatiing
uunwanted artifaacts. These arttifacts are undeesired, especiaally
w
while construccting the glob
bal neuronal tree.
t
Also, GV
VF
ddepends on proper tunin
ng of param
meters and is
ccomputationally
y expensive due to the laarge number of
ddifferential equation updatees required. Accuracy
A
of our
o

(a) RM
MSE: synthetic im
mages

(b) RMSE: neu
urons

Figure 9: RMSE (pixeels) of our algorrithm (red) and GVF based
techniquue (green) computed against the ground truth.

The meedialness functtion developed in this paper ccan be used
as an eexternal force field to guidde an open ennded active
contourr to trace the nneuron filamennts, or to guidee a shortest
path cuurve to join twoo components [3]. This woulld ensure a
proper trace of the nneurites along the medial aaxis. In the
future, we plan to invvestigate the effficiency of thee method to
segmennt neurons froom a wider variety of daatasets and
possiblyy images of mu
multiple neuronss.
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